
Resolution Island – North Plateau – Disappointment Cove blocks

Following a successful 3-day trip to Resolution Island in early March with Southern Conservation Volunteer Network, I 
was invited back to do a full week of work there with their main trapping crew.  Being the unpaid volunteer I was given 
the choice of which block I wanted – and after consulting a map of SOTA summits on the Island chose the North East 
block covering the North Plateau and Disappointment Cove.   This block included Mt Wales – ZL3/FL-754 and pt554 
(ZL3/FL-809) and puts me within a couple of ridgeline-kilometers of Mt Lort (FL-763) and pt790 (FL-791). 

Drop-off was by helicopter at North Plateau Biv.  As usual, the contrast between the chaos, clatter and adrenaline of a 
heli-dropoff and the following serenity and isolation was immense.  To the north the coast of Fiordland stretched away 
into the distance, a series of bays and snub-nosed peninsulas, each fading successively fainter to grey.

Fiordland west coast from North Plateau Biv

North Plateau Biv is typical of the island’s huts.  A two bunk hut tucked in the meager shelter of the scrub, its back to 
the prevailing wind.  There are 8-or-so such huts on the island, installed, provisioned and kept locked for biodiversity 



workers.  All include 12v / 36w solar power into a single sealed-lead-acid battery, solar lighting and gas cookers. And 
all have bedding and emergency provisions, meaning that trappers need only bring sheets / sleeping-bag-liners and food
for their expected trip.   Which is handy when you’re shifting between multiple sites during your stint and carrying tools
and several kilos of bait for your work.

A local bush-clad trapline north down to the coast and back filled in day 1 nicely.

North Plateau Biv

Day 2 – Sunday

Day two on the Island dawned clear and bright and so seemed ideal for the ridgeline run between Mt Lort and Mt 
Wales.  The traplines below the bushline are marked and cut to tramping-track standard, but even so it was nearly 2pm 
before I broke the bushline between Mt Lort and Mt Wales.      

Mt Lort ZL3/FL-763 (left) and Mt Roa ZL3/FL-772 (right). Five Fingers peninsula beyond



Dropping the trapping gear I took the 2km diversion to Mt Lort.  In contrast to the bush, the traplines along the tops are 
not cut and are far slower travel as a result through roly-poly tussock and low scrub. The 2km scramble to took almost 
an hour.  Time was getting short by the time I arrived – I needed to be back at the hut for an 8pm radio sched that 
evening. So I hurriedly erected the antenna and got out the radio gear ... only to find the ‘bits bag’ containing mic, 
power cables and patch lead was missing.   A few words were had on the hour-long tramp back to my trapping gear at 
the ridgeline junction.

Ridgeline Mt Lort to Mt Wales (ZL3/FL-754).  Wales Biv at tarn in saddle, ZL3/FL791 to right.

The glorious weather continued, and lack of water was the main issue continuing east over Mt Wales – the first of 
several visits to that peak.  I don’t think I’ve ever run out of water in Fiordland before – a sign of the extreme drought 
conditions currently covering the far south.  Thankfully a small tarn below the summit retained a pool and refreshed and
replenished the remained of the day was an enjoyable ridgeline potter as the glare of the day faded to subtler evening 
shades.

Day 3 – Monday
 
Day three dawned misty, a drifting smirr coating vegetation and worker alike.  A low-level bush circuit of traplines 
north-east of the biv took me over the bush-clad pt544 for the first SOTA successful activation of the trip.   10 contacts 
on a mix of 40m and 20m ticked off both the summit and the POTA park, as mist turned to rain – despite an antenna 
more ‘draped’ through the maze of branches than ‘deployed’.

Later that day, finding myself at my last trap and within a kilometer of the peak, I detoured back through the mist-
covered ridgeline to Mt Wales to activate that peak, a rapid, damp and windy affair that still netted 8 ZL and VK 
contacts – mainly on 20m.  The activation photo shows only a line of coax suspended from the mist.

Back at the hut, 8pm that night, I turn on 20m whilst cooking tea -  to find it wall-to-wall S9+ with European stations.  
Selecting my favoured low-power approach of scan & pounce, I pick up DK7LJ – Per in Kiel on the Baltic coast, 
making his initial call.  Getting in before the pile-up has time to arrive and swamp my near-QRP signals, we managed a 
comfortable 59/55 SSB QSO. Around the world on 20w, again!  Don’t you just love it when 20m puts on its magic-
hour.



The various moods of Breaksea Sound – all from Mt Wales ZL3/FL-754 on successive days



Day 5 – Wednesday

Day 5 (of 7) saw me with just 1 trapline loop to run, so I took the luxury of splitting the loop with an overnight at Mt 
Wales Biv, 1km south of the peak of the same name.  I had relocated to Disappointment Cove on the Tuesday, so for the
first time had to climb all 974 meters of Mt Wales to reach the summit for the 5th time.  Poor weather was forecast for 
Thursday, and the cloud moved in as I crossed the tops, making for an atmospheric crossing.
 

Weather arriving to Mt Wales – taken from above Wales Biv at the saddle with ZL3/FL-791

Mt Wales Biv sits at the far and of a small tarn, just off the ridgeline connecting Mt Wales to the other peaks towards the
south-east of the island.   A lovely sheltered spot, above the worst of the sandflies and with the only fresh-water swim of
the trip.  And as a bonus, an additional SOTA-summit – ZL3/FL-791 - 500m from the biv.

20m was again doing its magic again that evening netted another three European contacts including Wolf - DK8MZ,  
special event station II6WRTC and Frank – F5PAU – monsieur ‘only outside Europe’ – who I have failed to contact on 
numerous previous occasions.  Reports received varied from 5/5 to 5/6, again all with 20w. 

Mt Wales Biv – ZL3/FL-791 beyond



Day 6 Thursday

All that remained to do was rebait the remainder of the loop back to Disappointment Cove.  The forecast rain held off 
until nightfall, so a final pleasant day of trapping resulted.  A night on the NZ QRP net finished off the week’s radio 
activities.  Friday was spent on hut maintenance – scrubbing, cleaning and clearing vegetation - and I was almost ready 
to abandon the isolation and splendor for the chopper ride back to civilisation (or the nearest curry-house at least) by 
Saturday morning.

Disappointment Cove



Logs

All contacts are:
- ZLI/SL-239 – Resolution Island (ZLOTA Islands award)
- ZL-0042 - Fiordland National Park (POTA)
- ZLFF-0004 – Fiordland (WWFF)

2022-03-26  - ZLH/SL-138 - North Plateau Biv

2022-03-27  - ZL3/FL-809

2022-03-28 – ZL3/FL-754 – Mt Wales

2022-03-28 – ZLH/SL-138 - North Plateau Biv



2022-03-30 – ZL3/FL-791

2022-03-30 – ZLH/SL-140 Mt Wales Biv

2022-03-30 – ZLH/SL-139 Disappointment Cove Biv


